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Elizabeth Bennett, Senior Agent, Transatlantic Literary, She/Her 

I have spent my career in the children’s publishing industry with positions in marketing, 

product development and editorial at such companies as Scholastic, Reader’s Digest and 

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. Prior to joining the Transatlantic Agency, I was an Executive 

Editor at HMH where I focused on brand-forward publishing around classic properties like 

Curious George, Little Blue Truck and The Little Prince as well as novelties, board books and 

picture books. During my tenure I established an IP program launching several middle grade series including The 

Next Best Junior Chef, Survivor Diaries, and Junior Ninja Champion.As an agent, I represent a balanced list of 

talented picture book, graphic novel, middle grade and YA authors and illustrators. 

 I love books that pull at the heartstrings, make me laugh, make me think, make me smile; and especially 

books that make even a reluctant reader want to curl up in a nook and read. I'm drawn toward contemporary fiction 

at both the MG and YA levels. Looking for stories with siblings, friendship, road trips, romance, big and small 

twists, a bit of magic. 

 
Jen Bouvier, Acquiring Editor, Entangled Publishing, They/Them 

Jen Bouvier got their start in publishing working at various prestigious NYC 

literary agencies. They worked in publicity and marketing for a Big Five 

publisher before realizing their passion is in editing and are now an Acquiring Editor at Entangled Publishing. 

Authors they have edited include award-winning New York Times, USA Today, and Indie Next bestsellers. 

They're currently building their list in all genres of YA, Adult Romance, and Women's Fiction, focusing on 

marginalized authors.  

 As an East African, Black, biracial, queer, and disabled editor, they are particularly eager to work with 

authors of those backgrounds. They have a soft spot for Science Fiction, Paranormal, and Urban Fantasy, 

particularly if it includes non-western mythology and cultures. Anything Contemporary will always be a hard sell 

for them, but if it's high-concept and by a marginalized author, they're always eager to take a look. They believe 

that you can't really know what you're looking for until you see it, and they're eager to be blown away by a unique 

topic they hadn't thought about before. "Issue books" or books including themes like rape, slavery, and terrorism 

will likely never be a fit for them, and neither will Thrillers and Historical Fiction without Queer or POC 

protagonists.  

 

Their current wishlist includes F/F Historical, F/F Historical Fantasy, #OwnVoices M/M, and Black authors in all 

genres and age categories. 
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Linda Camacho, Agent, Gallt & Zacker Literary, She/Her 

Linda Camacho graduated from Cornell with a B.S. in Communication and has held 

various positions at Penguin Random House, Dorchester, Simon and Schuster, Writers 

House, and Prospect Agency. She's done everything from foreign rights to editorial to 

marketing to operations, and received her MFA in writing from the Vermont College of 

Fine Arts. Now at Gallt & Zacker Literary Agency, Linda continues to work with 

colleagues and clients who inspire her every day in both the children’s and adult categories.  I'm looking for MG, 

YA, and adult fiction across all genres (especially upmarket, women’s fiction/romance, and literary horror). 

 

Kandace Coston, Assistant Editor, Lee & Low Books, Inc, She/Her 

Kandace Coston is the assistant editor at Lee & Low Books, an independent, multicultural 

children’s book publisher in New York City. She grew up in the Bronx, New York, where she 

spent weekends at her local library reading stories and writing her own. After graduating from 

Barnard College Columbia University, she won an internship grant from We Need Diverse 

Books and joined the Lee & Low team. Kandace enjoys working with new authors and 

illustrators and helping their projects grow into published picture books. Professionally and personally, Kandace 

loves books that feature strong female protagonists as well as any story that can make her laugh.  

 Lee & Low Books is interested in fiction and narrative nonfiction manuscripts written for readers ages 8 to 

12 or young adults ages 12 to 18. Manuscripts should focus on multicultural themes and address the needs of 

children of color and Native nations by providing stories with which they can identify and relate, and which 

promote a greater understanding of one another. Stories featuring non-traditional family structures, gender identity, 

or disabilities may also be included.  

 We are particularly interested in literary fantasy and science fiction, but also look for contemporary, 

historical, mystery, suspense, and genre fusions. Graphic novel scripts and novels in verse are also welcome. 

Kandace is especially interested in poetry collections—thematic or narrative—written for middle grade audiences 

that feature vivid imagery, humor, and a fresh voice. 

 Lee & Low Books is NOT interested in stories with anthropomorphic animal characters or books about 

topics already covered on the highly select Lee & Low list. For more information, please visit leeandlow.com 

 

Orlando Dos Reis, Editor, Scholastic Press, He/Him 

Orlando Dos Reis started his career in publishing at Abrams before joining Scholastic in 

2017, where he acquires middle-grade and young adult fiction. He received his B.A. in 

English with a focus in creative writing from Virginia Tech and an M.A. in English with a 

focus in children’s literature from Kansas State University. Outside of publishing, Orlando 

is an avid volleyball player, human Star Wars encyclopedia, and baker. 
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 I’m typically drawn to high-concept, commercial middle-grade, and I’d love to find a project with big 

series potential a la Wings of Fire by Tui T. Sutherland or Last Kids on Earth by Max Brallier. When it comes to 

middle-grade, I’m typically open to any genre, but it needs to have a clear hook, childlike humor, a healthy dose of 

mystery/detective novel elements, and action/adventure. Bonus points if it has inherent multimedia potential. Some 

of my favorite series in this category (in addition to those listed above) are Animorphs by K. A. Applegate, Peter 

Nimble by Jonathan Auxier, and Artemis Fowl by Eoin Colfer.  

 When it comes to YA, I’m typically drawn to realistic contemporary stories that are topical, shed light on a 

timely subject or a subject that a general audience may not know much about, or play with conventions in new and 

interesting ways. I’m also very keen on bringing in projects by and about people outside the U.S. (Where We Go 

from Here by Brazilian author Lucas Rocha is a perfect example of a project that blends all of the above.) I’d love 

to find more immigrant stories, too. Hi While I do love a good slice-of-life or rom-com, I’m drawn to realistic 

setups and storylines; switched-at-birth stories, characters who are royal, or other out-of-the-ordinary scenarios are 

not typically my jam. I’m also interested in fantasy and science fiction, though to a much more limited extent, that 

are high-concept and commercial. In all cases, I’m actively seeking projects by and about underrepresented groups 

(LGBTQIA+, BIPOC, etc.). 

 

Connor Eck, Agent, Lucinda Literary, He/Him 

Connor Eck is a literary agent with Lucinda Literary and the founder of Rough Drafft, an 

editorial outlet for querying writers. Connor looks for fresh voices, unforgettable characters, 

tightly constructed plot, and thematic storytelling.  

 A sample of books Connor has represented includes: BE STRAIGHT WITH ME 

(Andrews McMeel), a book-in-verse exploring how the author and her male gay best friend 

unexpectedly fell in love in college; ONCE A WARRIOR (Sentinel), Marine sniper and Pat Tillman ESPY Award 

Winner Jake Wood’s memoir recounting his founding of a disaster response nonprofit that helps veterans work 

through their compulsion to pay down their debt; YOU BE MOMMY (Macmillan), a picture book in which a 

tuckered out mother asks her child to “be mommy” at bedtime; THREE WAYS TO BE BRAVE (Penguin 

Workshop), a three-story collection that encourages bravery in young readers and their parents alike; THE 

HOMEWORK SQUAD (Magination Press), following a fictional club of 6th-graders as they band together to 

build a guidebook for kids like them who struggle to pay attention.   

 Connor graduated with a B.A. in English from Union College in Schenectady, NY where he was 

quarterback and captain of the football team. He has a passion for writing, nurturing literary talent, and for 

bolstering the careers of his fellow writers. He most enjoys reading fiction for all age ranges, stumbling upon a 

hole-in-the-wall coffee shop, writing, playing with his Aussiedoodles, Cash and Colby, and long depleting hours 

on the pickup basketball hardtop.  

 Interested in all genres of children's fiction and nonfiction, save fantasy. 
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Kate Egan, Freelance Editor, She/Her 

Kate Egan is a freelance editor whose projects include the internationally-bestselling Hunger 

Games books. Until recently, she was editorial director of KCP Loft, the young adult imprint 

of Kids Can Press. Kate is the author of a picture book, Kate and Nate Are Running Late, and 

a chapter book series, The Magic Shop, both published by Feiwel and Friends. Her work has 

been named to many state reading lists, selected by the Junior Library Guild, and recognized 

as “Best of the Year” by Amazon. She's also a prolific ghostwriter and writer-for-hire. Kate lives with her family 

in a college town on the coast of Maine. 

 Her interests are in middle grade novels, particularly those centering underrepresented voices. 

 

Saritza Hernandez, Agent, Andrea Brown Literary, She/Her 

Saritza’s love of great storytelling is what has driven her work in the publishing industry for 

the past seventeen years and her passion for amplifying queer and BIPOC voices is what 

continues to drive her today. Saritza is an avid romance and science-fiction reader, and a 

strong advocate of the LGBTQ+ community. 

In kidlit, she specializes in romance and YA fiction by and for diverse audiences. She also 

represents writers and illustrators for MG and YA, and is actively building her list in the following categories: 

contemporary/realistic fiction, romance, science fiction, fantasy, mystery and horror; middle-grade and young-

adult cooking books, nonfiction humor, queer narratives, queer history, graphic novels in both fiction and 

nonfiction. 

 
Tanusri Prasanna, Agent, Foundry Literary+Media, She/Her 
Tanusri Prasanna is an agent at Foundry Literary + Media. On the children's side, she 

represents both fiction and non-fiction across picture books, middle-grade, and YA. Tanusri is 

passionate about championing diverse voices, protagonists, and settings, and she gravitates 

towards books that recognize and reward children for being the intelligent, curious, and 

discerning readers they are.  Likes, well-plotted MG and YA fiction (both contemporary and 

fantasy) written with heart and humor, as well as accessible non-fiction. 

 You can find out more about her at https://foundrymedia.com/agents/tanusri-prasanna. 

  

Eric Smith, Agent, P.S. Literary, He/Him 

Eric Smith is a literary agent and author from Philadelphia. An agent with P.S. Literary, he's 

worked on New York Times bestselling and award-winning books. In his author life, his 

latest novel, Don't Read the Comments, published this past January with Inkyard Press. As 
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an agent, he's actively looking for Young Adult books, as well as the occasional Middle Grade non-fiction title. 

 In the kid-lit space, I'm always hungry to find bright new voices in YA. As for what I'm specifically 

looking for, that's a hard thing to pin down. I read widely in YA, and enjoy just about every genre in it. I love 

moving contemporary reads, thrilling sci-fi, and lush fantasy. I love diverse and inclusive Young Adult novels that 

reflect the world, and what the world could be.  

 To get a sense of my taste in YA, my favorite novels of last year were I Hope You Get This Message by 

Farah Naz Rishi, Tarnished Are the Stars by Rosiee Thorr, The Weight of Our Sky by Hanna Alkaf, Slay by 

Brittney Morris, Jackpot by Nic Stone, and Hot Dog Girl by Jennifer Dugan. My favorite YA novel of all time is 

Hero by Perry Moore. When it comes to my favorite YA authors, I've read every book by Becky Albertalli, Adam 

Silvera, Nova Ren Suma, Mindy McGinnis, Jeff Zentner, Zoraida Cordova, Meg Medina, Bryan Bliss, Nic Stone, 

and Nina LaCour.  Specifically, I’d also really love to get more YA horror in my inbox. Smart horror. I don’t want 

gore, I want a story that creeps me out, and asks questions I don’t want answers to. See authors Kim Liggett’s 

Blood & Salt for a flawless example. Very hungry to work on more LGBTQ+ YA novels and diverse, inclusive 

reads.  

 I’m also desperate for more kid-lit stories that celebrate neurodiversity, from authors who are themselves 

neurodivergent, both in fiction and non-fiction.  And speaking of. I'd also love to see more YA non-fiction hit my 

inbox. Memoir, essay collections, you name it. Queer There & Everywhere is probably my favorite YA non-fic 

title in recent memory, and a great example of what I’d like to see. 

 While I’m not necessarily looking for MG fiction, I am on the hunt for non-fiction in MG.  

Show me glimpses of history that haven’t been taught to younger students before, collections of pieces, 

anthologies. See Robin Stevenson’s Kid Activists and Kid Innovators, as well as Amy Ratcliffe’s upcoming Kid’s 

Guide to Fandom for perfect examples of this. 

 

Weslie Turner, Senior  Editor, Versify (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt), She/Her 

Weslie Turner is the Senior Editor at Versify, an imprint of Houghton Mifflin Harcourt.  She 

has edited books for all ages, including the Dactyl Hill Squad series by New York Times-

bestselling author Daniel José Older, A Dream So Dark by bestselling author L.L. McKinney, 

and the anthology Vampires Never Get Old, edited by Zoraida Córdova and Natalie C. Parker. 

She loves identity-specific stories from underrepresented creators and especially enjoys original 

speculative fiction, fantasy, and science fiction. 

 I'm looking for chapter books, middle-grade novels, and young adult novels (as well as graphic novels and 

picture books) by creators from underrepresented and frequently misrepresented identities with an identity-specific 

perspective on the world. 

 Favorite genres/topics within these guidelines: Sci-fi / fantasy / speculative fiction! I also gravitate to 

contemporary stories featuring geeky subjects (D&D and other RPGs, comics conventions, webcomics, fanfiction, 
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etc.), queer relationships and communities, characters living with mental health issues, characters engaged in 

active protest against / resistance to systemic "isms," and mysteries/puzzles. I also appreciate historical fiction that 

features an overlooked time period / community / individual or a twist on known history that subverts accepted 

power dynamics. 

 

Alison S. Weiss, Editor, Pixel+Ink, She/Her 

Alison S. Weiss has been in publishing for more than ten years. She recently joined new 

publisher Pixel+Ink after running her own editorial consultancy for two years working 

with publishers including Arctis, Simon & Schuster, and Audible, as well as private 

clients. Prior to that, she was Editorial Director at Sky Pony Press, where her list 

included William C. Morris Finalist DEVILS WITHIN by S.F. Henson, the PROJECT 

DROID series by New York Times bestselling author Nancy Krulik and Amanda Burwasser, illustrated by 

Mike Moran, the TIMEKEEPER trilogy by Tara Sim, and the Mahabharata-inspired CELESTIAL TRILOGY 

by Sangu Mandanna. In 2016 she was named a Publishers Weekly Star Watch Honoree. She’s been trying to 

live up to the title ever since. You can follow her on Twitter @alioop7. 

I'm looking for the great trifecta--stand-out characters, engaging plot, and a killer voice. I'm especially 

interested in the following: Middle grade with a classic feel, contemporary resonance and tons of heart—think 

THE PENDERWICKS, TUMBLE & BLUE, THE PARKER INHERITANCE, or HOLES; Spy/secret 

agent/con novels; Distinct setting-rich stories where place is almost a character; Interestingly designed 

projects that combine media or means of storytelling. 

 

 

Leslie Zampetti, Agent, Dunham Literary, She/Her 

After much experience as a librarian and writer, Leslie Zampetti became a literary agent. Her 

clients include Ann Clare LeZotte (SHOW ME A SIGN) and Lisa Rose (THE SINGER AND 

THE SCIENTIST, 2021). Leslie represents picture books through young adult, but middle grade 

is her sweet spot. Inclusivity and stories by marginalized creators are a priority for her. Twitter: 

@leslie_zampetti Instagram: @literarylesliez Website: http://www.dunhamlit.com 

 At the moment, Leslie is seeking more humor (dry or sweet, not gross), mysteries for all ages, and 

friendship/sibling/found family stories. Magical realism/fabulism is wonderful; high fantasy and/or time travel is a 

no. She'd love a YA rom-com with interfaith protagonists or an MG contemporary haunted house mystery. 

 

 

 

 


